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A LETTER FROM

DAVID BELLE, FOUNDER

With generous support from Artists for Haiti,
led by Ben Stiller and David Zwirner, the funds
necessary to purchase the majority of our campus
were secured. Remaining funding was provided by
Artists for Peace and Justice, which, in partnership
with the We are the World Foundation, has
invested in adding a new division to the Institute
for audio engineering and music production,
thus formally giving birth to the Artists Institute
of Haiti, a multi divisional college for art and
technology, which will launch in Fall 2013.

D

espite the immense challenges that Haiti faces
following decades of political instability
and little to no resulting public development,
not to mention the horror and further set backs
of the 2010 earthquake, I’m proud to say that
Ciné Institute has had a momentous past year
with many historic accomplishments towards
building a quality Haitian run institution
supported by international friends, partners,
educators and clients. In 2012 our steadfast
desire to increase the Institute’s impact to serve
many more around us and to celebrate Haiti’s
beauty and strengths led to the acquisition of
our fabulous 4.5 acre campus, a master plan for
expansion, and strategic partnerships that will
further bring these goals to fruition.

Just as we have succeeded in laying a strong
foundation for our long term strategic growth
plans, we have also made significant strides
in improving existing programs across our
three divisions of training, employment and
professional support. The year saw a doubling
of our student body and fulltime faculty.
Additionally, a greatly improved curriculum was
implemented, prioritizing the building blocks of
storytelling over technical training in year one.
With regards to our graduates, 88% have thus
far received employment or have gone on to
continue their education abroad and many
will return as teachers in the coming years. Our
employment division has invoiced $355,276 since
2011, providing well over 300 contract jobs to
graduates and hundreds more to local community
members. Over the next 5 years we project that
the Institute will create well over 2,000 jobs for
our students and community. In a country where
the unemployment rate is over 40% this translates

into real impact in the lives of tens of thousands
more. For every direct beneficiary or local job
created, there is an average of 6 family members
who indirectly benefit from the employment
opportunities generated by the Institute.
As a result of our continued progress we have
received increased interest from new friends
and supporters while maintaining renewed
and vital support from many of our cherished
long-term partners. This effort that we are all
collectively undertaking is a remarkable example
of grassroots community led organizing in direct
partnership with leaders in international cinema
and development. The key to our ultimate success
though lies in the long-term commitment we
must all share toward ensuring that the Institute
exists for generations to come.
It is our deep hope that your continued support
will therefore remain for not just next year but
for years to come.
With immense hope and gratitude,

David Belle
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Ciné Institute is dedicated to developing Haiti’s film industry through bringing together
local and international leaders in cinema and education to train and support qualified
storytellers and technicians needed to facilitate domestic and foreign production in the nation.

We believe Haiti’s future lies in the hands of its youth. We aim to assist in fostering
the economic and social revival of the nation by providing young people with access
We believe Haiti’s future lies in the hands of its youth. We aim to assist in fostering the economic
to a university film program and new employment opportunities.
and social revival of the nation by providing young people with access to a university film program
and new employment opportunities.

Currently, less than 1% of Haitian high school graduates can afford to attend
university. As a result, the nation is severely crippled, producing too few leaders,
too few professionals and very limited new industry and innovation. To address this
urgent and fundamental national need, modern post secondary degree programs
must be created and made accessible to Haiti’s industrious youth.

• President Clinton visits Ciné Institute
• Evaluation week with Jonathan Demme, Edwidge
Danticat, Patricia Benoit, Kathryn Emslie, Bruno Mourral
and Gillian Zinser
• Haiti’s Minister of Culture, Mario Dupuy, visits Ciné Institute

december

• George Lucas, Francis Ford
Coppola & Sean Penn provide
support to Ciné Institute
• Hurricane Isaac damages
Ciné Institute

• Fall trimester completed
• Annual Student & Staff Year End Photo

september

• Winter trimester begins
• Broadcast of CBC Haiti documentary
featuring Ciné Institute
• Campus land acquisition grant awarded
by Artists for Haiti

august

• Olivia Wilde visits Ciné Institute
• Ciné co-production “Stones in the
Sun” premieres at the Tribeca
Film Festival.

june

April

JANUARY

2012 HIGHLIGHTS

Outside of our full time annual curriculum and graduate employment projects
we also have a robust schedule of special outreach projects, visitors and notable
events that mark our year.

• World Monument Fund
Watch Day Jacmel

2013

• Premiere of Haiti Rebuilds: A Journey of Hope,
at Columbia University
• Jacmel Carnival with Arcade Fire

october

• Sean Penn discusses Ciné Institute at Cannes Film Festival press conference
• Planet Earth (Creole Version) screened to 4500 local high school students

july

may

February

• End of school year
• Global Kids Summer Workshop

• School Reopens: Welcoming returning class of
2013 & incoming class of 2014.
• An afternoon with Ben Stiller
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CINÉ INSTITUTE PROGRAMS

CINÉ LEKOL

CINÉ SERVICES

CINÉ SUPPORT

Tuition-free, university training in film and television
production, cinema studies, audiovisual technical
training and me dia relate d micro-enterprise
management. The two-year program forms writers,
producers, directors, cinematographers, sound
recordists, production designers and editors specialized
in commercial film production.

An employment and income generating division
where graduates, the Institute and our communityat-large directly benefit from commercial production
contracts. Advertising campaigns, events, music
videos, public service announcements, documentaries,
television programs and feature films are all produced.

Entrepreneurial students and graduates are
provided with the resources necessary to turn their
own projects into reality. For young filmmakers, first
projects often are made at great personal sacrifice
with few resources. We provide these projects with
the basic infrastructure and equipment needed to
get them made.

TRAINING

JOBS

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
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BOARD AND STAFF

Local and international artists, industry leaders and
Haiti advocates make up our boards.

BOARD MEMBERS

ADVISORY BOARD

David Belle (USA)

Alec Sash (USA)

Jimmy Jean Louis (Haiti)

Michael Stahl David (USA)

Elisabeth Hayes (USA)

Andrew Bigosinski (Poland / USA)

Jonathan Stack (USA)

Michèle Pierre-Louis (Haiti)

Sylvie Roy Handal (Haiti)

Ann Bresnan (USA)

Hermes Marco (Spain)

Nathan Jenden (UK)

Harry Hjardemaal (Haiti)

Barton Brooks (USA)

Kate Hobbs (USA)

Olivia Wilde (USA)

Marie Monique Steckel (France)

Bernard Weber (Switzerland)

Kevan Bean (USA)

Dr. Paul Farmer (USA)

Bruno Mourral (Haiti)

Cameron Bailey (Canada)

Lori Manuel (Haiti)

Paul Haggis (Canada)

Nathalie Brunet (Haiti)

Edwidge Danticat (Haiti)

Luis Tosar (Spain)

Patricia Beauvais (Haiti/USA)

Steve Drobny (USA)

Elisabeth de Kergorlay (France)

Manel Vaqué (Spain)

Tunde Kelani (Nigeria)

Goli Samii (Iran)

Marc Baptiste (Haiti)

Jean Michel Dissard (France)

Moran Atias (Israel)
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STAFF AND OUR COMMUNITY

Ciné Institute is a source of pride for Jacmel because of the cultural and economic
impact we are having in the community. 92% of our full time employees come
from the community. In addition, graduates and residents frequently benefit
economically from the production work we generate in the community.

David Belle, Founder

Raquel Gomez-Rosado, Editing teacher

Godly Prevot, Driver

Paula Hyppolite, Director, Ciné Lekol

Margarette St. Fort Vernet, English Teacher

Anante Dumola, Kitchen Staff

Andrew Bigosinski, Director, Ciné Services + Technical Supervisor

Marie Carmelle Paul, Camera Department Coordinator

Darline Marmousette, Kitchen Staff

Hermes Marco, Pedagogical Director

Guy Marie Jean Louis, Audio Department Coordinator

Brunette Paris, Kitchen Staff

Leslie Norville, Development Director

Manasse Fortune, Post Production Coordinator & Computer Skills Teacher

Christianie Antitone, Housekeeping

Oisin Muldowney, Financial Advisor

Jean Shely Thibaud, Accounting Teacher

Jacqueline Antitone, Housekeeping

Nathalie Brunet, Local Partnerships

Ronald Mevs, Ethics Teacher

Micheline St. Jean, Housekeeping

Jessica Dorce, Administrative Assistant

Yrvelt Lamour, Grip & Electric Department Manager

Claude Gilles, Security

Marie Lucie Dubreuse, Teacher Assistant

Donald Charles, Production Coordinator

Alin Andris, Security

Ebby Angel Louis, Teacher Assistant

Sylvio Juste, Campus Beautification and Gardens

Bertholino Boulin, Security

Isaac Pierre Racine, Production Design and Cinematography

Osse Merisier, Assistant Landscaper

Patrice Pierre, Security

Lydia Zimmerman, Directing and Screenwriting

Ricot Augustin, Yard Crew

Guyvard Catolin, Security

Jonny Silver, Technical Film Teacher

Rigaud Mathieu, Yard Crew

Fritzner Baptiste, Security

Lise Gantheret, Audio Visual Language Teacher

Dawens St Fleur, Yard Crew
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EMPLOYMENT

Ciné Services is the Institute’s employment and income generating division where
graduates, the Institute and our community-at-large directly benefit from commercial
production contracts. Advertising campaigns, event and music videos, public service
announcements, documentaries, television programs and feature films are all produced.

2012 CLIENTS
10x10act

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Google

Save the Children

Arcade Fire

Ciné Qua Non Média

International Rescue Commitee

Filmgechaeft Stiftung “Ein Platz für Kinder”

Arte

Ethical Fashion Initiative

Maria Totaro

Swiss Solidarity

Artists for Haiti

Ettiene Cote-Paluk

34 Luke Films

UNDP

Artists for Peace and Justice

Filmmaster

Palais National

Gabriel Films

Zeitraum Film

Found Object

Partners in Health

Blackacre Entertainment

Foto Konbit

Portugal Productions
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EMPLOYMENT
GOOGLE
The graduates of Ciné Institute served as crew members
for our shoot and were enthusiastic, professional and
just great young people. They proved to be talented
and thoughtful beyond their years. Most of all they love
filmmaking. I think Ciné Institute is well on its way to
helping build an indigenous film community.

Steve James, Oscar Nominee
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IMPACT
IN 2012, CINÉ SERVICES INVOICED

$215,283

ANNUAL INCOME

HAITI PER CAPITA GDP $733

AND CREATED OVER

136

*

CINÉ INSTITUTE GRAD $6000

UNIQUE FILM-RELATED JOBS
*This figure does not include the hundreds of jobs created for the community.
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IMPACT

Before Ciné Institute came into the picture I literally waited for the
hand of God to get me into an institution abroad where I would make
my dreams a reality.
Discovering Ciné Institute right in my hometown and actually getting
accepted into the two year program was the absolute best gift I ever
got. I am currently working in the communications division at UNDP,
a job that I look forward to every single day.
None of this would be possible without the brilliant professors who
drilled me everyday, and the Ciné Institute supporters who funded
my education. I now have a solid foundation upon

which to grow and excel.

Macdala Prevot, Class of 2011

14
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FINANCIALS
JANUARY 1,2012 - DECEMBER 31, 2012
2012 FUNDING SOURCES

2012 RESOURCE ALLOCATION*

5% 5%

5% 9%

16%

PUBLIC SUPPORT

ADMINISTRATION

GRANTS

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

45%

74%

41%

COMMERCIAL REVENUE

JOB CREATION PROGRAMS

CONTRIBUTION & INCOME RECEIVABLES*

FUNDRAISING

*Does not include land acquisition of
$896,432.39

*Grants and contributions made to Ciné Institute as of
December 31, 2012, but not yet collected as of that date.

CINÉ INSTITUTE OPERATING BUDGET
A.

B.

INCOME

1) PUBLIC SUPPORT
2) GRANTS
3) COMMERCIAL REVENUE
4) CONTRIBUTION & INCOME RECEIVABLES
TOTAL:

$79,032
$1,211,839
$256,037
$82,063
$1,628,971

EXPENSES

1) ADMINISTRATION
2) PROGRAM EXPENSES (EDUCATION)
3) FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES
4) JOB CREATION
5) LAND ACQUISITION
TOTAL:

$52,425
$278,435
$30,000
$252,596
$896,432
$1,509,888
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STUDENTS
Young men and women come from across Haiti to study at the country’s
only film school. They represent some of the brightest and most creative
youth in the country.

CLASS OF 2013

In the summer of 2011 the Institute admitted 31 new students who will graduate in 2013.
The successful candidates were selected from an application pool of hundreds of hopefuls.

Amirald Jean Claude Gaspard
Anderson Gernevil
Avrinel Dorcin
Benedict Ambroise
Betty Toussaint
Calito Julio Saint Fleur
Charline Augustin
Christien Sylvaince
Edeline Philogene
Emmanuel Jean
Fabrice Pierre
Farah Raymond Fils
Jean Marcaisse Bellegarde
Jerry Content
Johane Metivier
Lovelie Pierre

SEX

AGES

Luc Junior Segur
Macnally Colin
Marc Henry Valmond
Miguel Alvarez
Myriam Iramene Nelson
Nadia Jean Louis
Nasser Philippe
Ossela Cherry
Ricardo Peronneau
Ricardo Tranquilin
Ronalde Cathiana Jean-Julien
Roudy Rigaud Marcelin
Stanley Felix Louis
Tamara Israel
YM Guy Robert Barjon

HOMETOWNS

CAP-HAITIEN
LAFOND

36-40

MAISSADE
HINCHE

30-35 18-23

FEMALE 11

DESRUISSEAU
PORT-AU-PRINCE

MALE 20

24-29

JACMEL
COTE DE FER

MARIGOT
ANSE-A-PITRES

BAINET
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CLASS OF 2013
IN THEIR OWN WORDS
As a native of Jacmel, I was thrilled to know that finally there was a film
school, not just in Haiti, but right here in my town. I immediately applied
and was overwhelmed with joy when I was granted admission.
Under the direction of my professors I directed two short films in my first
year, a thesis film, a commercial and a music video. Three years ago I
wouldn’t have imagined myself accomplishing all this, so I am grateful
for this brilliant institution and for all Ciné Institute supporters who
have made my education possible.

Ciné Institute has proven that it cares about the future
of young Haitians by providing us with free education
of an international standard.

Ossela Chery, Class of 2013
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CLASS OF 2014

In the summer of 2012 the Institute admitted 36 new students who will graduate in 2014.
The successful candidates were selected from an application pool of hundreds of hopefuls.

Antoine Mickel-Ange
Augustin Stéphane Vernet
Barjon Wilna
Benjamin Alexandrine
Caillot Ezechias
Charles Emmanuel
Cormer Fritz Gerald
Dareus James
Decime Andre
Derose Angelo Pootchy
Deshommes Frantzia
Desir Alovelyne
Desert Wendy
Dorvil Abdonel
Francois Gasner
Gabriel Wood Jerry
Gard Emmanuel Junior
Gregoire Losenie

SEX

AGES

Jean Luckenson
Jean Marc-Elie
Jean-Gilles Jude
Jeannis Bazelais
Jean-Pierre Jean-Marc
Jeanty Stephanie
Jules Jean Claudy
Lamarque Fabrice
Lefevre Dieubon Antonio
Louis Chrisfort
Mathieu Stevens G.
Mersan Erline
Paul Léel
Prevot Bergodson
Rock Jean Edy
Saintil Stephane
Simon Luc Charles
Valescot Junior

HOMETOWNS

CAP-HAITIEN
OUANAMINTHE

FEMALE 8

20-25

MALE 28

26-30

31-35

PORT-AU-PRINCE
LEOGANE
LES CAYES

JACMEL

CAYES
JACMEL
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CLASS OF 2014

IN THEIR OWN WORDS
Since the first day of October 2012 Ciné Institute became my life. Before
my education here I did not really know what to do with my life, I did
not have any direction but now I am more confident and believe in my
newly acquired skills as a filmmaker. It is difficult to say how Ciné Insitute
impacted my life because there are so many life changing experiences to
share and so much to say. But one thing is sure; I’m not the same. I found

my way, myself, my personalit y within and beyond
filmmaking, I know what direction to give to my life.

Wood Jerry Gabriel, Class of 2014
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CURRICULUM
FIRST YEAR
CURRICULUM
2011 - 2012

THEORY

Our curriculum has changed and improved since our inception.The first half of 2012 represented the final semester of
introductory 1st year training, including the production of five Final Projects.The second half of the year represented
the start of a new group of students in the class graduating in 2014. With these two groups of students we’re in full
capacity with our newly designed two-year curriculum with full time teachers.

1ST TRIMESTER
OCT

NOV

2ND TRIMESTER
DEC

JAN

FEB

3RD TRIMESTER
MAR

APR

Dramaturgy

Screenwriting

The Production Process

Production

Intro to AV Language

AV Language

Aesthetics & Visual Arts

Cinematography

Intro to Film Editing

Film Editing
Production Design
Sound Recording

PRACTICE

Computer Skills

“10 Gourdes Films”

Computer Skills

Photography

Screenwriting

Photography

Courage to Create

Producing

Final Projects

Directing

Development

FINAL PROJECTS
MAY

JUNE

Preproduction, Production
and Postproduction of
Final Year Projects:
4 Narrative Shorts
1 “Behind the Scenes”

Editing & Sound
Computer Skills
GENERAL
EDUCATION
AUDIOVISUAL
EDUCATION

English
Ethics and Community
Cinema History
Ciné Club
Ciné Club analysis and discussion
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CURRICULUM
NOV

DEC

3RD TRIMESTER

JAN

FEB

MAR

REPORTAGE
WORKSHOP

OCT

2ND TRIMESTER

MUSIC VIDEOS
WORKSHOP

1ST TRIMESTER

COMMERCIALS
WORKSHOP

SECOND YEAR
CURRICULUM
2012 - 2013

APR

FINAL PROJECTS
MAY

JUNE

AV Genres
Editing Advanced
THEORY

TV-PILOT
WORKSHOP

AV Language Advanced

4 Narrative Shorts
2 Short Docs

GENERAL
EDUCATION
AUDIOVISUAL
EDUCATION

TV-PILOT
WORKSHOP

REPORTAGE
WORKSHOP

“Ti Koze Lakay”

MUSIC VIDEOS
WORKSHOP

PRACTICE

COMMERCIALS
WORKSHOP

Computer Skills
Photography

Preproduction, Production
and Postproduction of
Final Year Projects:

English
Ethics and Community
Cinema History
Ciné Club
Ciné Club analysis and discussion
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LEARNING ABROAD
We encourage international opportunities for our students and graduates by fostering relationships with educational institutions and productions abroad. This critical
exposure to international standards and other cultures is life altering. Returning to Haiti is, however, a critical component to the conditions we set for international
exchange. Through a growing and diverse set of partnerships we are promoting individual student empowerment, development, understanding and responsibility.

ESCUELA INTERNACIONAL DE CINE Y TELEVISION
Havana, Cuba

Centro de Estudios Ciudad de la Luz,
Universidad Miguel Hernandez de Elche
Alicante, Spain

RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
New Jersey, USA

Reginald Salnave (Class of ‘11)

Widelande Edmé (Class of ‘11)

Roselaure Charles (Class of ’11)

Reginald was accepted to EICTV’s three year program
(September 2011 – June 2014) and is on full-scholarship.
EICTV is a world-famous training institution which is situated
just 30 miles outside Havana in San Antonio de los Baños.
EICTV was founded in 1986, in part by Gabriel García
Marquez, and is now known as a ‘Vatican for Filmmakers’.
Upon completion of his studies Reginald plans to return to
Haiti and teach at Ciné Institute.

Widelande was admitted into Universidad
Miguel Hernández de Elche, provided with a full
scholarship, and is pursuing a two year degree
in film editing. Upon completion of her studies
there, she will be returning to Haiti to teach at
Ciné Institute.

Roselaure received a full scholarship to Ramapo College
of New Jersey in the Digital Filmmaking concentration,
as part of their Communication Arts degree program.
Upon completion of her studies Roselaure plans to
return to Haiti and teach at Ciné Institute.
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LEARNING ABROAD
IN THEIR OWN WORDS
I hail from Cap-Haitian, located in the northern region of Haiti and I moved to
Port-au-Prince after high school. Upon hearing about the emergence of a film
school in Jacmel, Ciné Institute, I immediately applied. This is a decision that
has been positively life changing.
Months before my graduation from Ciné Institute, I was informed about a
scholarship to pursue an advanced degree at a film school in Cuba, Escuela
Internacional de Cine y Televisión (EICTV). Like the name suggests EICTV is
a wonderfully diverse institution, both with regards to academics and student
population, a film school where the world meets.
My studies at EICTV constantly challenge me to think of the role of my work, and
identity within a multi socio-cultural environment. Now I have a deeper understanding
that rebuilding is made where the foundations of construction were set.
I consider myself fortunate because thanks to my foundation at Ciné Institute,
I have the tools and the opportunity to contribute to my country in a field
that I absolutely love. I believe in the power of film to rebuild
Haiti, a nation I am proud to call home. Upon completion of my
studies here, I will return to Haiti, to teach at Ciné Institute.

Reginald Salnave, Class of 2011
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FILMS

An integral part of our training is the production of films. All of our students have an opportunity to
work on film projects from inception to completion, giving them real world, practical experience.

DIX GOURDES FILMS EXERCISE
An innovative and collaborative production exercise. Students are given one day to prepare, one day to shoot, and one day to edit a film. Students were given
10 gourdes to produce each short (equivalent 0.25cents / 0.18€). Each student produces two films: The first without dialogue and the second with dialogue.
Seventy-two films are produced through this exercise.

THE CHALLENGE: Create quality films with extremely limited resources.
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FILMS
THESIS FILMS

The Final trimester of each year requires the collaborative production of thesis films running 15 minutes in length.
2012 saw the production of five student films.

Anita

The First One is the Hardest

Behind the Scenes

Suze Anne

Dir: Ricardo Tranquillin

Dir: Miguel Alvarez

Dir: Luc Segur Jr.

Dir: Amiral Jn.C. Gaspard

Victor, a peasant, is jealous of the
daughter of his brother Samson
because she is going to become a
doctor. As a result, Victor kills his niece
with poison. Samson looks for justice,
but not finding it among men, he calls
on the Gods to speak the truth.

A 17-year-old teenager, abandoned by
his father, neglected at home and angry
at his mother’s new husband, joins a
gang. His initiation requires assaulting a
random civilian.

A group of young students from a film school in
Jacmel, Ciné Institute, do everything in their power
to create a Haitian film industry (JOLLYWOOD).
They present The Final Project, a collection of 5
short films for their end of year exams.

Suze has been abandoned by her
husband Jaques, who has fallen in
love with Anne. Suze asks Anne to
convince Jaques to return to the
family home. Anne understands her
suffering and will do everything in her
power to push Jaques back to Suze.
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Evaluation Week

Launched in June 2012, this new annual gathering brings together local and foreign filmmakers
and storytellers, who come to Jacmel to watch and discuss student thesis films from the year.
The 2012 group included Jonathan Demme, Edwidge Danticat, Patricia Benoit, Bruno Mourral,
Kathryn Emslie, and Gillian Zinser.
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FACULTY

Ciné Institute’s full-time and visiting faculty come from around the world to teach.

2012 FACULTY
Hermes Marco (Spain), Dean of Faculty
Lydia Zimmerman (Switzerland/Spain)
Isaac P. Racine (Canada)
Priscile Pernier (Haiti)
Marie Lucie Dubreuse (Haiti)
Manasse Fortune (Haiti)
Guy-Marie Jean Louis (Haiti)
Amadeo Di Giacomo (Italy/Spain)
Uxue Jimenez (Euskal Herria)
Martin Mur (Spain)

Ebby Angel Louis (Haiti)
Jonny Silver (Canada)
Lise Gantheret (France)
Raquel Gomez-Rosado (Spain)
Margarette St. Fort Vernet (Haiti)
Marie Carmelle Paul (Haiti)
Ronald Mevs (Haiti)
Jean Shely Thibaud (Haiti)
Michelet Divers (Haiti)
Bernard Weber (Switzerland)
Patricia Benoit (Haiti/USA)
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FACULTY
IN THEIR OWN WORDS
Isaac P. Racine &
Lydia Zimmermann

W

e worked during three trimesters with 30
students aged between 20 and 30. Most
of them had barely ever seen a feature film. Their
audiovisual education was based on South American
soap operas and YouTube videos. For them, the
experience of watching a film was, if we could say so,
so close to a dream experience that at the beginning
we had the feeling that trying to teach them the craft
of filmmaking was like taking away the magic aura
of the experience.
They were very hungry to learn. During the first
trimester they did their first three minutes films
-with and without dialogues- and in the result of
those exercises we could see the expression of their
struggles and desires. Their characters and themes
were pure, innocent. Most of them would talk
about love, about all the misfortunes of love that a
young person can imagine or wonder. Theft was

also a theme, as an ultimate solution for the most
in need, but curiously the way they approached this
necessity was not with reproof or censure, but with
compassion and humor.
At the end of the first trimester their families were
invited to the school for a premiere of those exercises.
It was refreshing and beautiful to see this familiar
audience laugh, talk, comment, scream, hold their
breaths and then burst out laughing again. Many
children came to this evening -children are always
around, curious and shy- and sat quietly watching
the screen with big and marveled eyes. We felt
cinema working its magic.
The nine months passed very quickly as we adapted
to the rhythm of the school and we slowly understood
the inherent codes of the culture. Theoretical classes
were followed by practical exercises and the students

learned fast. The personal bond between them grew
stronger as the conscience of the privilege they
had of sharing this experience became evident. To
be a Ciné Institute student inspired them hope and
strength, and by the time we were preparing the
final year films, they were ready for the challenge,
excited about putting in practice all what they had
learned. Five films were made to conclude this first
year; four short fictions and a documentary.
And when the moment came to say goodbye and
return home, we felt that the exchange between
what we had given and what we had received was so
rich and fulfilling that we would definitively return.
Haiti it’s a difficult place to go, but it’s also a difficult
place to leave. It’s impossible not to be transformed
by it’s beauty and it’s profound humanity.

CAMPUS PLAN

In conjunction with land acquisition and expansion of new divisions to create the
Artists Institute a complete campus masterplan now exists

Teacher
residences
located in
secluded
ecological area
at end of site.

Teacher residences
located in secluded
ecological area at
end of site

Potential
Expansion
Phase

Potential expansion phase

Parking zone at
front of site

Parking zone
at front of site

Visitors
residences
Visitors residences
located with
located with
spectacular
spectacular sea
sea viewsviews

Visitor Visitor
receptionreception
area

area

Covered outdoor
congregating area, dining
andCovered
other large
functions.
outdoor
congregating area, dining
and other large functions

Security Security gate
Gate
Delivery and emergency vehicle
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Delivery and
emergency
vehicle
path
along western
edge
path along western edge
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DONORS
THE INSTITUTE IS IMMENSELY GRATEFUL TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO MADE 2012 POSSIBLE:
Artists for Haiti

Francis & Eleanor Coppola

David Carnahan

Ashley E Singer

Artists for Peace and Justice

Sentinel Corp.

Deborah Haggis

Ben Fountain

Inter-American Foundation

Jonathan Demme

Elizabeth Yeoman

David Mourning

Kevin Noblet

Fenella Belle

Nina Shiffman

Kevin T Cloutier

Jacquelyn Loughery

Rachelle Salnave

Margaret Newman

Elizabeth Dignam-Newman

Dionne Searcey

Christopher Hammett

Nicholas Perrins

Dorothy Darbouze

Claudi Bombardo

Maria Stenz

Eric Bruggemann

Donald Lenzer

Manel Vaqué

Anne Aghion

Michele Thelemaque

James J Edwards

Sean Penn

Kathryn J Adams

Allison B Sargent

Jeffrey Zimbalist

The Karl Popper Foundation

Aaron Goldberg

Amanda Rice

Rebecca Carter

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences

Ashley Bradley

Anna Glass-Coquillot

Grant Fuller

Global Syndicate

Bill Bragin

Anthony Chase

Mikaela Castellanos

Cultural Development Program of IDB

Charles Curran

Crowing Rooster Arts
Bill and Ann Bresnan Foundation
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Piti, piti, wazo fe nich li
Little by little the bird builds its nest
(Haitian proverb)
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